
From The Editor-In-Chief
It has been an interesting experience trying to 

create a magazine of popular history with articles 
on our region. Almost five years into our venture, 
it is time to look back at our own history and to 
look forward to a future that may or may not occur. 
We stand at a crossroads, and the support of our 
subscribers is needed to find the right path, the one 
that has the best chance of establishing our magazine 

as a permanent part of Houston’s historical/cultural scene.    
After four years of steady improvement and sporadic growth, The Houston History 

Magazine (formerly the Houston Review) is almost established. We now know how 
to put out a good magazine that combines professionally researched and written 
articles and good photographs; we have sufficient funding on hand to sustain our 
operations for the next year or two; we have good ideas about how to expand our 
reach.  Our challenge is to put the magazine on stable ground for long-term survival. 
To survive, much less to prosper, we must find ways to double our subscription 

list, which now stands at the fair to middling level of about 1,200. This is 
crucial in producing the revenues needed to continue to produce a high quality 
magazine. We have tried to reach potential subscribers in many ways. By far the 
best avenue has been direct referrals from our subscribers. The gift subscriptions 
offered the last two Christmases have been very successful in adding new 
readers. (Please bear with us on this front. We know that our small and over-
worked staff has not been the model of efficiency in servicing our subscribers, 
and we have recently invested in new computer programs to keep better track 
of subscriptions and renewals.)  IF EACH OF OUR SUBCRIBERS WOULD 
RECRUIT ONE MORE SUBSCRIBER, OUR PROSPECTS FOR THE 
FUTURE WOULD BE GREATLY IMPROVED.  Many of you have been 
active in spreading the word about our magazine. Please continue to do so. If 
you have other ideas about ways to increase subscriptions, please let us know. 
For our part, we have decided to make a few changes in the magazine aimed 

at attracting and keeping more readers. The first will be the publication of three 
issues per year instead of two beginning with this issue. To help pay for this, we 
will cut the length of each issue so that the total number of pages per year will 
stay roughly the same. We are also moving toward a new format. In the past, 
each issue covered a single topic—the arts in Houston, San Jacinto. This narrow 
focus helped us to recruit people to write articles. In the future we will include 
feature articles on a single topic, but also add recurring departments, including 
Historic Preservation, Culture High and Low, and profiles of Houstonians. 
We also hope to include photographic essays as a regular department. 
The next issue, for example, will feature articles on the role of the oil and gas 

industries in shaping Houston. The one after that will features articles on hurricanes. 
But both issues will also contain material in the various departments, unrelated to 
the featured topics.  You, our subscribers and readers, can help us in this area by 
sending us good articles to publish and by suggesting others who will do the same.
A final area where we need your help is funding. The magazine is put out by an 

unpaid semi-gentleman professor (yours truly), a friend and part-time editor (Bill 
Kellar), and two part-time graduate students (Kim Youngblood and Diana Sanders).  
We have had fantastic support from individuals and local foundations, but this 
support must continue if we are to hire student workers. At the risk of sounding like 
Channel 8 without the telephone banks and the Roy Orbison videos, we are very 
dependent on support from the public. If you have $100,000 to give, I will drive 
out to your house to pick it up and perhaps even give you a free subscription. But we 
also greatly appreciate donations in the somewhat smaller range of $5 to $1,000. We 
would also like to hear any ideas you have about fund raising that we might use.
“Ain’t too proud to beg” does not exactly describe our position, but it comes 

close. We strongly believe in the value of history and we refuse to give up on the 
written word. We are proud of Houston History  and are trying to find ways to 
keep it going. We appreciate the past support of our subscribers and we enlist 
your help in our endeavor to recover and publish the history of our region. 
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We would like to thank the following 
organizations for their cooperation 
and assistance with launching past 
issues: Buffalo Soldier’s Museum, 
the Heights Library, the Museum 
of Fine Arts, Houston, San Jacinto 
Museum, Women’s Studies at UH, 
Texas Medical Center, the Greater 
Houston Partnership, the Friends of 
San Jacinto Battleground, and the 
Greater Houston Preservation Alliance.

In addition, we gratefully 
acknowledge the support of the 

many individuals who have included 
donations along with their subscriptions.

Correction
In our Spring 2007 issue, we 
mistakenly identified Andrew 
Jackson Houston as “Sam 
Houston’s youngest son” in 
photo captions on page 26 and 
32.  Also, Todd Shipyard was 
mistakenly identified as Tedd 
Shipyard in a caption on page 
68.  We regret these errors.
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